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Appleholic, (noun), æp·əl-hɑl·ɪk: An
imaginative person who thinks about what
Apple is doing, why and where it is going.
Delivering popular Apple-related news,
advice and entertainment since 1999.

The world of grey IT means both enterprise and consumer users frequently
use popular social networking service Facebook on their devices. It makes

Essentialsense,
Facebook
security tips for iPhone users
then, to stay safe while using it.

Enterprise and consumer users often use Facebook on their mobile devices. It makes sense, then,
that they take
these Facebook
steps to ensure
they stay
safe.
Manage
Security
settings
First things ﬁrst: Always use a complex passcode with your account and do
make sure to set up two-factor authentication.
Now that you’ve done that, you’ll ﬁnd Facebook’s own privacy settings live

The world of grey IT means both enterprise and consumer users frequently use popular
inside Privacy Shortcuts in the iOS app. Get to these by tapping the three-

social networking service Facebook on their devices. It makes sense, then, to stay safe
line icon at bottom right of the Facebook app and scrolling down to Privacy

while using it.

Shortcuts. The ﬁrst thing you should do is run Privacy check-up (at the top
of the page). Facebook will guide you through your existing settings,

Manage
Facebook
Security
change
them for maximum
privacy,settings
and delete any Facebook apps you’ve
forgotten about or no longer use.

First things first: Always use a complex passcode with your account and do make sure to
set up two-factor
authentication.
Once you’ve
completed that process, here are the settings you should
change:

Now that you’ve done that, you’ll find Facebook’s own privacy settings live inside Privacy
Shortcuts in the iOS app. Get to these by tapping the three-line icon at bottom right of
the Facebook
app and scrolling down to Privacy Shortcuts. The first thing you should do
What do strangers see?
is run Privacy check-up (at the top of the page). Facebook will guide you through your
existing settings,
change them for maximum privacy, and delete any Facebook apps
Want to know what strangers can ﬁnd out about you when they visit your
you’ve forgotten
about
orto
noaccess
longer
use.
page? You’ll
need
Facebook
using a computer and tap the ... just

beside View Activity Log on your proﬁle page. Tap View As from the list that

Once you’ve completed that process, here are the settings you should change:
appears, and you can take a look at how the world sees you.
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